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Cat. No. 207/2016

NOTIFICATION

The following is the Short List containing the Register Number of candidates who are found provisionally eligible 

to be called for Physical Measurement and Physical Efficiency Test Subject to the verification of the original 

documents  for selection to the post of  MALE WARDER (NCA MUSLIM) - Thiruvananthapuram  (Category 

No. 207/2016 ) JAILS on Rs. RS.10480-18300(PR) on the basis of the Objective Type Test (OMR) held on 

07/01/2017.

The Register Numbers are  arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way, 

indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said test. The candidates whose numbers are included in 

the Short List are directed to be present for Physical Measurement , Physical Efficiency Test and verification 

of original documents as per  the schedule published in due course.

:

0471 2448188

Trivandrum

DISTRICT OFFICE, TRIVANDRUM

SL No. :
16/11/2018

23/18/DOT

131328 154517 157574 169113 170933 172609

204813 235831 273619 276966 288723 315246

318174 381834 381836 411936 413390 420075

421445 433581 454438 483443 484704 519557

542042 551053 557199 558285 569771 571930

572439 580664 580670 602144 609000 632665

638407 644834 671470



MALE WARDER (NCA MUSLIM)

  Thiruvananthapuram 

Office of the

Kerala Public Service Commission

Approved for issue,

Section Officer.

Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional  subject to  scrutiny and admission of  

application on absolute basis.  Inclusion of Register  numbers in the Short List does not confer any right on 

the candidate  for   inclusion  in the Ranked List.

 

Note :- (2)  The candidates who have secured 83 (Eighty three) marks and above are included in the Short 

List.

Note:- (3) The candidates included in the short list should attend for OTR Verification Physical Measurement  

and Physical Efficiency Test.. Date, Time, and Venue of the Certificate verification will be intimated to the 

candidates  shortly through their profile, Telephone messages, Electronics and Printmedia. 

Note:- (4)   According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed; but answer 

scripts can be rechecked after the publication of Ranked List.  Detailed instructions will be published in the 

Ranked List to be published for the post later.

Note:- (5) Candidates included inthe list are required to produce non-creamy layer certificate as per G.O.

(P)No. 81/09/SC/ST/DD dated 26/09/2009 along with the other documents mentioned above at the time of 

verification of original documents.

Note:-(6)   Copy of answer scripts of the OMR Test held on 07/01/2017  will be issued to those candidates 

who, apply for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List.     Candidates whose 

Register Numbers invalidated, are advised to refer to Notification No;ERVII(2)2248/17/EW DTD 

05/10/2018

District Office,Trivandrum
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